
Qualifying a Flat Tow Vehicle

Have you verified that your vehicle is flat towable with the manufacturer  
& in the owner’s manual?

Have you verified any restrictions that must be followed with the manufacturer  
& in your owner’s manual?

What rating is the motor home capable of towing?

What is the rating of the receiver hitch on the motorhome?

Tow Bar
Choose a tow bar that matches vehicle weight & tab width of the baseplate.

Baseplate
Installs on the frame of your vehicle, cutting & modifications are required.

Wiring Kit  
EZ Light Kits, Diodes or Bulb and Socket Kit (the blueox.com baseplate 
page for your specific vehicle will specify the type of wiring kit available).

Supplemental Brake 
The Patriot brake provides braking to the towed vehicle, reduces wear on 
the coach brakes & premature wear to the tow bar. Supplemental brakes are 
required in most states.

Adjustable Rise/Drop 
To prevent premature wear and or damage the tow bar must be +/- 3”  
from level. The coach receiver hitch must be measured from the ground to 
center of receiver hitch on a level surface.
 
The baseplate page for your specific vehicle lists the tab height when  
installed on your vehicle in its stock suspension height.

KarGard Protective Shield  
Keeps rock chips on the paint of the towed vehicle to a minimum. Installed on the tow bar at the triple lug on both  
tow bar legs.

There are many components that must be used to flat tow a  
vehicle behind your motor home, here is what you will need:

VEHICLE WEIGHT

VEHICLE

BASEPLATE PART #

MEASUREMENT

WIRING KIT PART #

Accessory Kit  
Provides essential accessories: tow bar cover, 3 lock set, 7-6 coiled cable  
& hitch immobilizer.

ACCESSORY KIT PART #

2” OR 2/5” RECEIVER?

2” OR 2/5” RECEIVER?

TAB WIDTH

We strongly recommend a supplemental 
brake to be used whenever you flat tow.

Go to the blueox.com Baseplate Finder

https://www.blueox.com/find-a-baseplate/
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